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SUMMARY  
The aim of this study was to identify the runs of homozygosity (ROH) 

segments within genome and to identify regions significantly affected by 
artificial selection in Slovak Spotted cattle. In total of 85 animals representing the 
nucleus of Slovak Spotted cattle were included in present study. The sampled 
population consisted of 37 AI sires and 48 dams of sires that were genotyped by 
using two platforms, Illumina BovineSNP50v2 BeadChip and ICBF International 
Dairy and Beef v3. The consensus map file, constructed to identify common 
SNPs within these platforms, consisted of overall 40,033 markers. Subsequently, 
all of loci with call rate lower than 90% and minor allele frequency lower than 
0.01% were removed. The final database included genotyping information for 
37,833 SNPs. The ROH segments were defined as genomic regions with 15 or 
more consecutive homozygous calls at density of one SNPs on every 100 kb and 
maximum gap between consecutive SNPs of 1 Mb. One heterozygous call was 
allowed for length >16 Mb. In addition, one missing call was allowed for length 
>4 Mb, 2 for >8 Mb and 4 for >16 Mb. The subsequent analyses of genome-wide 
selection signatures were based on the assumption that the most frequent 
homozygous regions in population (minimum ROHs with length 4 Mb) reflected 
the recent selection characteristic for Slovak Spotted breed. As expected due to 
the dual-purpose character of this breed the strongest signals of artificial 
selection was found direct or very close to genes associated with milk production 
and beef quality.   
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INTRODUCTION 
Domestication followed by breed formation and selection schemes has 

allowed the formation of very diverse cattle breeds that are adapted to a wide 
variety of environments and specialized for either milk or meat production or 
raised as dual-purpose breeds in different regions of the globe. Natural and 
artificial selection strategies is likely to impose pressure on specific genome 
regions that control these traits (milk and meat production) as well as other 
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important characteristics such as adaptation to different environments, 
reproduction, body conformation, behavior and resistance to diseases (de Simoni 
Gouveia et al., 2014; Brito et al., 2017). Thus, intensive selection pressure then 
resulted in specific changes in the patterns of variation across loci in particular 
genomic regions controlling traits of interest as well as in neutral loci linked to 
them (Zhao et al., 2015). Such unique genetic patterns left behind in the genome 
of individuals under natural and/or artificial selection are defined as signatures of 
selection (Qanbari and Simianer, 2014).  

The detection of selection signatures is a relevant topic since it has the 
potential to elucidate the identities of genes and mutations associated with 
phenotypic traits even if they are no longer segregating within any of the 
populations of interest and does not necessarily require phenotypes measures. 
Furthermore, this knowledge is important in order to better understand the 
evolution process and the mechanisms that underlie traits that have been exposed 
to intensive natural and artificial selection (Brito et al., 2017). 

In recent years, the availability of high-density genomic data and parallel 
progress in statistical techniques have allowed the identification of genomic 
regions that have been subjected to natural and artificial selection in cattle 
(Gutiérrez-Gil et al., 2015). One of the methods that can be used to determine the 
impact of artificial selection on the genome architecture is the analysis of ROH 
segments distribution in the genome. Runs of homozygosity (ROH), defined as 
contiguous homozygous regions of the genome where the two haplotypes 
inherited from the parents are identical, reflect essentially the autozygosity of an 
individual (Ferenčaković et al., 2013; Curik et al., 2014). The length and 
frequency of ROH can be used for example to describe the history of the 
population in which an individual occurs, to describe the trend of increase in 
inbreeding within population or to reveal recent population bottleneck (Szmatoła 
et al., 2016). Moreover, it has been showed that the distribution of ROH islands 
in the genome isn’t random and due to the various selection events the ROH are 
distributed and shared among related individuals (Zhang et al., 2015). Because of 
this and based on the fact that the genomic regions sharing ROH potentially 
contain alleles associated with genetic improvement in cattle, they can be used to 
identify the genomic regions under the strongest selection pressure (Marras et al., 
2015; Peripolli et al., 2018). 

The aim of this study was to determine the impact of artificial selection on 
the Slovak Spotted cattle genome based on the analysis of genome-wide ROH 
distribution and to identify genomic regions resulting from the intensive selective 
breeding for traits of interest during the development of this breed.  

 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 

In total of 85 animals representing the nucleus of Slovak Spotted cattle 
were included in present study. The sampled population consisted of 37 AI sires 
and 48 dams of sires that were genotyped by using two platforms, Illumina 
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BovineSNP50v2 BeadChip (sires) and ICBF International Dairy and Beef v3 
(dams), in commercial lab.  

The subsequent quality control of SNP genotyping data was performed by 
using PLINK 1.9 (Chang et al., 2015). The quality control was carried out to 
remove all of SNP markers assigned to unmapped regions or with unknown 
chromosomal position according to the latest bovine genome assembly (Btau 4.0) 
and SNPs positioned to sex chromosomes. In next step, because of the two 
different genotyping platforms used for animals’ genotyping, the consensus map 
have to be constructed.  

The final consensus map file consisted of 40,033 markers. In the 
subsequent SNP pruning only samples with lower than 10 % of missing 
genotypes, autosomal SNPs with call rate higher than 90 % and minor allele 
frequency higher than 1 % that adhered to mendelian inheritance patterns were 
retained. The final database included genotyping information for 37,833 SNPs. 

The ROH segments were defined as proposed Ferenčaković et al. (2013) 
as genomic regions with 15 or more consecutive homozygous calls with 
maximum gap between consecutive SNPs of 1 Mb and minimum density of one 
SNPs on every 100 kb. Because of the theoretical relationship between the 
distribution of identity by descent (IBD) fragments and the number of generation 
since common ancestor the minimum length of ROH segments was set to 1 Mb. 
Due to the fact that ROH segments with specific length can reflect different 
generation of ancestors (Ferenčaković et al., 2013; Curik et al., 2014) the 
distribution of ROH segments in the genome were analysed separately for five 
length categories (>1 Mb, >2 Mb, >4 Mb, >8 Mb, and >16 Mb). Heterozygous 
calls were not allowed across ROH categories, except length >16 Mb with one 
permissible call. Missing calls per windows were not allowed for lengths >1 Mb 
and >2 Mb, while one missing call were accepted for length >4 Mb, 2 for >8 Mb 
and 4 for >16 Mb. Subsequently, the total number of ROH detected, the average 
length of ROH (in Mb) and the sum of all ROH segments by animals were 
calculated for each ROH length category. The proportion of autosomes covered 
by ROH was then expressed as the pools of overlapping segments within animals 
per each breed by using R package detectRUNS (Biscarini et al., 2018). 

The analysis of genome-wide selection signatures was based on the 
assumption that the identified autozygosity islands across the genome of Slovak 
Spotted cattle are a results of selective breeding for traits of interest defined in 
their breeding objectives. The autozygosity islands, characterized by SNPs with 
extreme frequency in ROH segments >4 Mb across specific genomic regions, 
were determined by the calculation of runs incidence per each SNP using R 
package detectRUNS (Biscarini et al., 2018). The genome-wide occurrence of 
SNPs in ROH was then expressed as the frequency (%) of overlapping ROH 
shared among individuals. Genomic regions under selection were defined by the 
top 0.01 percentile of signals. For identifying genes located directly in the 
detected regions the Genome data viewer of the bovine genome UMD3.1.1 was 
used (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/gdv/). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The final database of SNP genotyping data consisted of 37,833 markers 

covering overall length 2,496,829 kb of the genome. The average obtained 
distance between adjacent SNPs (66.05 ± 70.27 kb) was in accordance with 
previous studies that utilized 50K SNP panel for cattle genotyping (Flury et al., 
2010; Beghain et al., 2012). The minimum distance between adjacent SNP 
markers was 0.001 kb and the maximum was 4428.95 kb. All of animals under 
consideration showed call rate greater than 90 %. The average call rate at level 
99.16 % was comparable with results published for dairy as well as beef cattle 
(Cooper et al., 2013; Mullen et al., 2013). 

As expected based on the previous studies the ROH segments were 
detected in the genome of all analysed animals. The average sum of ROHs 
calculated per animal was 70.65 ± 14.95 and the average length of ROHs was 
153.24 ± 51.52 Mb. Overall, the ROH segments represents 6.14 % of the Slovak 
Spotted genome covered by SNP markers. However, the distribution of ROH 
segments across the autosomal genome wasn’t uniform. The major fraction of 
autosome residing in ROH was found on BTA6 (13.5 %), whereas the lowest 
proportion of ROHs showed BTA24. The obtained proportion of overall 
autozygosity per animals was comparable with other cattle breeds (Kim et al., 
2015; Mastrangelo et al., 2016; Szmatoła et al., 2016; Kukučková et al., 2017). 

The analysis of ROHs distribution showed that in the genome of Slovak 
Spotted cattle across all of length ROH categories in total of 8,632 segments 
were located. As showed many studies the different length categories of ROH as 
well as the frequency of ROH occurrence in the genome give insight into the 
history of target population (Szmatoła et al., 2016) and can be used to estimate 
the age of inbreeding (Curik et al., 2014). It is generally accepted that very long 
autozygous segments (>16 Mb) are originated from recent common ancestors, 
whereas most of the short segments are likely derived from more remote 
ancestors (Curik et al., 2017). In cattle, Ferenčaković et al. (2013) showed that 
the ROH >1 Mb date back ~50 generations, >2 Mb ~25 generations, >4 Mb 
~12.5 generations, >8 Mb ~ 6 generations, and >16 Mb ~3 generations. In Slovak 
Spotted cattle the total length of ROHs was composed mostly from short 
segments >1 Mb that accounted for 69.57 %. The ROH segments of 2 – 4 Mb 
long, representing the 25 – 12.5 generations from common ancestor, accounted 
for 28.30 %. The lowest proportion within the total length of ROH was found for 
the longest segments (>16 Mb) that accounted for 0.43 % of all segments 
identified in the genome. From the point of view of genetic diversity it can be 
conclude that overall 1.47 % (genome coverage of ROH >16 Mb) of the Slovak 
Spotted genome can be affected by the increase in inbreeding in recent 
generation. 

The analysis of selection signatures was based on the assumption that the 
genomic regions with extreme ROH frequencies are most likely consequences of 
selective breeding for traits of interest during the formation of target breed. Only 
ROH segments greater than 4 Mb were taken into account mainly due to the fact 
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that this length category date back ~12.5 generations of common ancestors, 
which correspond to the breeding history of Slovak Spotted cattle in Slovakia. 
Genomic regions under selection were defined by the top 0.01 percentile of 
signals (Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1. Genome-wide occurrence of SNPs in ROH (minimum ROH length set 

to 4 Mb) across autosomal genome of Slovak Spotted cattle. 
 

According to this criteria overall four genomic regions located within three 
autosomes were found: BTA5 (59,665,562-68,880,383 bp), BTA6 (32,489,075-
42,866,573 bp and 68,546,212-72,969,608 bp), and BTA7 (41,321,459-
46,354,401 bp). Inside identified regions a number of genes were detected, 
including those involved in genetic control of milk production (ABCG2, SPP1, 
FAM13A), feed efficiency and growth (FAM184B, PKD2), muscle formation 
and body composition (PACRGL), reproduction (GDF9), and coat colour pattern 
(KIT, KDR). 
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The observed intensive selection pressure particularly in the genomic areas 
associated with economically important production traits was confirmed also in 
previous studies. The extensive study of The Bovine HapMap consortium (2009) 
showed that within the genomes of 19 geographically and biologically distinct 
cattle breeds the most genomic regions displaying selection signatures were 
related especially to milk yield, meat quality and feed efficiency.  

Another studies identified in several dairy and beef breeds the extreme 
signals of selection mainly in the regions involved in genetic control of coat 
colour (MCR1, KIT) and body size (McClure et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2014; 
O’Brien et al., 2014; Porto‐Neto et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2017). Similarly, 
Rothammer et al. (2013) showed that the selection signatures are mostly limited 
to sequences of genes associated with QTL regions controlling economically 
important traits of cattle (TG, ABCG2, DGAT1, GH1, GHR, casein family 
genes). 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
Our study showed that the autozygosity islands covered in average 6.14 % 

of the Slovak Spotted genome expressed by the SNP markers under 
consideration. The distribution of ROH segments across the autosomal genome 
wasn’t uniform and the major fraction of autosome residing in ROH was found 
on BTA6. The intensive pressure of artificial selection on genomic regions on 
BTA6 was confirmed also by the subsequent analysis of selection signatures.  

As expected due to the dual-purpose character of Slovak Spotted cattle the 
majority part of selection signatures was detected directly or very close to genes 
associated with milk production, feed efficiency and growth, muscle formation, 
body composition, reproduction, and coat colour pattern. The detailed analysis of 
SNP markers located in those regions can be valuable for genetic improvement of 
Slovak Spotted cattle in the future. 
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